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Story-teller Tells
many novels here is Berta Ruck's own story.
'Babyhood in India, childhood in the TLegiment, girlhood in Wales
(where she went to a school which was a mixture of L. T. Meade
and "Madden in Uniform"}, art-student-time at the Slade and in Paris,
banning journalism in London (when., since she could have papered a
room with those slips about "resets", any editor's middle name remained
0//V, as far as she was concerned}. These experiences are described in
Much the same way as she talks.
A large division of the book contains pen-portraits from life of
celebrities : PL G. Wells, Sir Ray Lankester, Pavlova, Augustus John,,
R../JL, the Danvim, Arnold Bennett, Alec Wattgh, Evelyn Waugb,
V. Sackvillc-West, Melba, Captain de Havilland, Edgar Wallace, a
close-up of Vicki Baum, General Swinton (of "Tanks"}, Gljn Phillpot,
{{.A., Sinclair L*ewis, Ernest Thesiger, Hilda Vaughan, and many
others.	Illustrated, i8.r.
by
BERTA RUCK
Author of The Girls ct "His Billet (g$rd thous.), The Courtship of Rosamwd Fayre
(99th thous.), The Lad With Wings froth thous.)
The Authorised Life of Marconi
With a Foreword by the marchese marconi
Amongst the great inventors of the world the name of the Manhese
Marconi mil rank high.   To him the world owes the miracle
of modern wireless, which has become a social factor^ of well-nigh
paramount importance.   The life of such a man cannot fail to be either
interesting or important.
We follow -here the course of those first experiments at Bologuz,
and then the first test of the system in England between Penartb and
Weston, and afterwards its investigation by the Italian Government at
Spatfa. As far back as 1899, wireless communication was first
established between England and France, and in this fascinating record
w follow its gradual dmlopmmt*	Illustrated, its.
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